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ABSTRACT 
Currently, robotic researchers focus on developing robot systems 
that are explicitly designed to operate cooperatively with people 
in public, and provide the resources for projections for humans in 
public places. Our socio-technological project, engineers 
developed a robotic wheelchair with attaching a robot in order to 
provide embodied projective signals to human and designed two 
settings for the robot’s behavior. One is the robot turns its face 
towards the human (Face-to-Face model), the other is robot turns 
its face and they turn around its body in order to index where to 
go (Body Torque model).  The reasons of attaching a robot to a 
robotic wheelchair and designed two settings are, by analysis of 
sociologiosts, we reveal how embodied actions of the robot as a 
resource for projection and considered what kind of projection are 
possible and how such projections provide the coordination of co-
operative actions between multiple people in the public places. 
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1 Introduction 
In Japan, with rapid growth of aging population, developing robot 
system to supprot elderly persons has got huge attention. In order 
to support elderly persons, we designed robotic wheelchair and in 

order to provide projectability, we attached a robot to a robotic 
wheelchair. experimental setting is as follows; One participant 
played the role of wheelchair user and the other participant 
played the role of companion. One design is the robot turns its 
face towards the human (Face-to-Face model), the other design is 
robot turns its face and they turn around its body in order to index 
where to go (Body Torque model) (Figure 1).Participants went the 
shopping for hotpot cuisine (is a type of Japanese cuisine cooked 
and served in a large pot which contains seafood, meat, vegetables 
and so on) using the wheelchair robot with a navigation robot 
which moved along a pre-defined root (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1: Robotic Wheelchair with navigator robot 
(left: Face-to-Face, right: Body-Torque). 
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Figure 2: Experimental environment. 

We analyzed the interactions based on ethnomethodology and 
conversation analysis. A lot of literature of ethnomethodology 
and conversation analysis, how multiple people achieve to 
coordinate their actions [5]. Kendon argued bodily positions for 
coordination of human actions as “O-Space” [3]. Goodwin 
analyzed a basic configuration of joint action and reveals the 
importance of coordination of semiotic resources not only verbal 
actions, embodied actions but also its environment such as tools 
[1][2]. Schegloff defines the turning of ones own’s body parts 
from home position as body torque and argues that one of the 
most important features of body-torque is that it affords for 
displays of engagement of courses of actions occurring at the 
current moment [6]. 

2 Results 
We analyze whether robot’s visible actions worked as resource of 
projection or not. Firstly, we counted the participants’ gaze 
guidance when the robot indicated its moving directions in both 
Face-to-Face setting and Body Torque setting. The results are 
shown in the figure 2. 

 
(Left) Number of times                (Right)  Time  

Figure 2.  Number of gaze shifting to robot while  
when the wheelchair is moving. 

 
The reasons of user and companion shift their gaze in Face-to-
Face model is, since the robot was always facing the direction of 

the participants, it seems that the effect of moving direction 
indication by pointing did not work. 
By contrast, in the Body-Torque model, robot would enhance the 
effects of the moving direction instruction by pointing. This result 
suggests Body Torque model gives effective resources of 
projection.  
By conversation analysis, we found out the robot utterance, in 
particular Body-Torque model provides not only the resource for 
projection but also evoking a lively conversation. 
 
Fragment 1(English translation of original Japanese conversation) 
F1: companion, F2: user 
1 R：By the way, my favorite is scallops.  
2 F1：hhh 
3 F2：The s(h)callops? then [scallop  eh 

sak[e↑ scallop Let us put the scallop   
4 F1：                    [sake(rice 

wine)[scallop 
5 F1：carrot↓ 
6 R：good 
7 F1：hhh good 
8 F2：Which is good, hotpot, hotpot 
9 F1:carrot 
10 F2:carrot  
 
When the navigation robot says “By the way, my favorite is 
scallops” with body torue,F1 laughs and F2 quoted ‘scallop’ 
(hotate) but F1 confused scallop with rice wine (sake’) (because of 
each word’s last vowels is the same “e”). When F1 catches up, F2 
propose “Let us put the scallop”, F1 proposed “carrot”. Then the 
robot says “good”, F1 quotes “good” again with laughter. F2 is 
wondering, F1 proposes F1’s previous proposal “carrot”, F2 agrees 
with saying “carrot” 
As like this example, when robot says with turning tis head, ‘by 
the way, my favorite is carrot’, almost all participants laughed, 
and they cite robot’s words, the communication between user(s) 
and companion(s) become smoothly. Because of the smooth 
communication, user and companion create the new proposal (in 
this fragment, “carrot”.) The robot’s utterance worked as like 
fishing device as Pomerantz pointed as well [8]. Robot’s favorite 
is scallop” successfully elicits interactants’ responses.   

3 Conclusion 
In this paper, we argued the robot’s embodiment becomes the 
resources for projection for participants and increase interactions 
between participants. In particular, Body-Torque setting is better 
than Face-to-Face setting in regard to evoking conversations. 
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